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Crystal phases of a glass-forming Lennard-Jones mixture
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We compare the potential energy at zero temperature of a range of crystal structures for a glass-forming
binary mixture of Lennard-Jones particles. The lowest-energy ordered state consists of coexisting phases of a
single component face centered cubic structure and an equimolar cesium chloride structure. An infinite number
of layered crystal structures are identified with energies close to this ground state. We demonstrate that the
finite size increase of the energy of the coexisting crystal with incoherent interfaces is sufficient to destabilize
this ordered phase in simulations of typical size. Two specific local coordination structures are identified as of
possible structural significance in the amorphous state. We observe rapid crystal growth in the equimolar
mixture.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we examine the relative stability of a ran
of crystal phases of a model glass-forming liquid consist
of a binary Lennard-Jones mixture. There are a numbe
reasons why we are interested in identifying the stable c
tal phases of glass-forming liquids. Here are six.~i! In order
to determine the degree of supercooling of a mixture a
given composition we must first determine the equilibriu
freezing point at that composition. This requires the ident
cation of the crystal phase~s!. ~ii ! Stable crystal structure
identify stable local arrangements. While this by no mea
exhausts the local structural possibilites, these crystal c
dinations are important candidates in any search for st
tures that stabilize the amorphous state@1#. ~iii ! To answer
the question, why doesn’t the supercooled mixture freeze
need the relevant crystal structures to determine the prob
ity of nucleation.~iv! Real glassy alloys do crystallize@2,3#
and there are many questions of interest concerning cry
growth from the glass@2,4# that can only be addressed wi
explicit reference to the equilibrium crystal state.~v! The
crystal phases represent lower bounds to the potential en
surface. If we add interphase regions, grain boundaries,
defects to these crystalline configurations, we have impor
contributions to the structure of the ‘‘low lands’’ of the po
tential energy landscape. Given the difficulty of access
these low energy regions through molecular dynamics si
lations of thermal quenches of the liquid, the crystal ph
may provide a useful alternate ‘‘entry’’ point to these co
figurations.~vi! There are a variety of important nonequilib
rium routes to glass formation, in particular high energy
radiation @5# and mechanical milling@6#, which start from
the equilibrium crystal state rather than the liquid.

There is a steadily growing number of model partic
that are used in simulation studies of glassy behavior. Th
include molecular glass formers~e.g., propylene glycol@7#,
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orthoterphenyl@8#, and the fluctuating bond model of a den
polymer @9#! and simple liquids with structural constrain
~e.g., the Dzugatov icosahedral potential@10# and the Rome
liquid @11#!. Binary mixtures have been employed in mode
ing glass-forming alloys, using Lennard-Jones@12–14# or
soft sphere potentials~in 3D @15–17# and 2D@18,19#!, and
ceramic glasses—SiO2 @20#, ZnCl2 @21#, and~moving on to
ternary systems! alkalai silicates@22,23#. This list is not in-
tended to provide a complete account of glass-forming m
els but, simply, to underscore the wide variety of spec
interactions and degrees of freedom that can give rise
glassy behavior.

Across the range of classes of glass formers, the re
ation kinetics exhibits sufficiently similar features to encou
age belief in some sort of universality. No such comfort
tends the consideration of the multiparticle configuratio
that give rise to this kinetics. We shall, therefore, focus o
attention specifically on binary alloys in 3D. There has be
a considerable effort in characterising glassy behavior in
nary mixtures of spherical particles interacting via Lenna
Jones or repulsiver 212 potentials. In spite of this effort
information about the stable crystalline phases and the e
librium transition temperatures of these systems is, at b
incomplete. Vlotet al. @24# have examined theAB crystal
structures of a symmetric Lennard-Jones mixture in wh
the AA and BB interactions are identical. Definings
5sAB /sAA , wheres i j determines the interaction length b
tween speciesi and j, the following crystal structures ar
found to have the lowest free energy~out of the crystal
phases considered! within the following ranges ofs: CsCl for
0.8,s,0.95, NaCl for 0.6,s,0.8 and wurzite fors,0.6.
Middletonet al. @25# have reported on the stability of a num
ber of A4B crystals in the case of a Lennard-Jones mixtu
which we shall consider in detail below.

Extensive phase diagrams have been calculated for bi
mixtures of hard spheres for a number of diameter ra
@26–29#. The following crystal structures have been cons
ered: pure and randomly substituted fcc, AlB2, NaCl, NiAs,
AB13 and CsCl. Glass-forming mixtures of soft spheres ha
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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been studied with a radius ratio between 0.72 to 0.83. O
this range of size differences, the most stable of these c
talline states is coexisting pure fcc crystals. In light scat
ing studies of mixtures of hard-sphere colloidal suspensi
with a size ratio of 0.72, Huntet al. @30# report the appear
ance of single component face centred cubic~fcc! crystals at
either end of the composition range. In the midcomposit
range, the amorphous phase is found to be very stable.
difficulty in nucleating crystals that differ significantly i
composition from the liquid has typically been attributed
slow kinetics associated with compositional fluctuations. R
cently, however, Auer and Frenkel@31# have demonstrated
that the crystal-liquid interfacial energy in a polydisper
hard-sphere mixture shows a significant increase with
creasing supercooling. Within the standard nucleation the
this result means that the rate of nucleation will decreas
large supercoolings, quite independent of the temperature
pendence of the kinetic prefactor. This effect diminishes w
decreasing polydispersity.

It would seem to be of considerable benefit to identify t
stable crystal phases specific to a well characterized gl
forming mixture. To this end we report on the zero tempe
ture potential energies of a wide range of crystal structu
for a glass-forming Lennard-Jones mixture.

II. MODEL AND ALGORITHM

In this paper we have studied the binary mixture int
duced by Kob and Andersen@12# ~hereafter called KA! as a
model glass-forming liquid. In the KA model, the speci
A and B have the same massm and interact by mean
of Lennard-Jones potentials Vab54eab@(sab /r )12

2(sab /r )6# with a, b5A, B, and the set of parameter
eAA51.0, sAA51.0, eAB51.5, sAB50.8, eBB50.5, and
sBB50.88. The parameters were chosen so that the pair
tentials were similar to those proposed by Weber and S
inger @32# in their model of the Ni-P mixtures~speciesA and
B, here, respectively!. The standard compositionA80B20 at
which the KA mixture has been studied corresponds t
eutectic in the actual Ni-P system@33# and, as the maximum
depression of the freezing point, is generally regarded a
optimum composition for glass formation. We note that
eutectic points have been established for the KA model.
KA potential is a non-additive potential (sAB,sAA
1sBB/2) where the higheAB and the smallsAB values are
supposed to reflect the strong metal-metalloid bond. Follo
ing Ref. @12#, we truncate and shift the potential at a cuto
distance of 2.5sab . Reduced units were adopted througho
this paper: the unit of length issAA , the unit of energyeAA ,
and the unit of timet5AmsAA

2 /eAA.
Minimization of the potential energy was carried out u

ing a conjugate gradient scheme in the space of particle
ordinates and three unit cell vectors—a, b, and c. When
minimizing the potential energy at constant volume,a, b,
andc are held fixed. As reported below, energy minimizati
at constant volume can result in final configurations with
negative pressure. To avoid these tensioned states, we
carried out minimizations at a constant pressure. This
done by minimizing the enthalpy atT50 and a pressureP,
01140
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i.e.,H5E1PV. The volume is a function of the cell vector
according toV/N5a•(b3c)/ncell , wherencell is the num-
ber of atoms per unit cell. Note that by including changes
the orientation of the unit vectors we test for shear stabil
The molecular dynamics simulations used the No´-
Poincare´-Andersen Hamiltonian@34,35#, which allows a cor-
rect sampling from an isothermal-isobaric distribution. T
equations of motion were integrated using a generali
leapfrog algorithm@35#. For all our simulations we used pe
riodic boundary conditions and, due to the stability of t
simplectic algorithm, a fairly large time step ofDt50.01t.

III. RESULTS

A. Crystal energies at zero temperature

We have calculated the potential energy of a number
crystal structures for the KA potential under the constraint
zero pressure and temperature. The resulting energy for
structure is presented in Table I.

We can organize the various crystal structures exami
here into four groups based upon the motivation for th
inclusion. The first group consists of the single compon
structures: face centered cubic~fcc!, hexagonal close packed
and body centered cubic. The second group contains a n
ber of common crystals found in binary alloys. The stru
tures in this group are: CsCl, NiAs, Cu3Au, NaCl, ZnS,
AlB2 , Al3Ni2 , CaF2 , Co2Al9, and WC. Readers are referre
to Wells @36# for details of these crystal configurations.

The third group of crystals was inspired by the lowe
energy structure presented by Middletonet al. @25# for the
KA potential. This crystal has anA4B composition and con-
sists of a body centered tetragonal arrangement ofA particles
with every fifth ~001! plane ofA’s replaced byB’s. We re-
port the energy~at P50) for this structure, labeledL@1,1.5#
in Table I. The crystal can be described as alternating lay
of AB ~CsCl structure! and pureA(fcc). The interface~see
Fig. 1! between these two phases exhibits a surprising co
ency. As shown in Fig. 2, the two phases join at their mut
~001! planes. The~100! planes of theAB crystal, normal to
the interfacial~001! plane, are rotated with respect to th
A(fcc) lattice so that they lie parallel to the~110! planes ofA
phase.

We have generalized theA4B structure of Ref.@25# by
varying the spacing between theAB/A interfaces. As the
thickness of both theAB and theA regions can be varied
throughout a sample, these structures represent, in the
modynamic limit, an infinite number of layering possibilitie
at a continuum of compositions. We shall indicate an orde
structure consisting of a periodic sequencem3AB layers
andn3A layers as theL@m,n# structure.@Note that anAB
layer consists of two~001! planes. The same is true of anA
layer.#

The final group of crystals consists of just two structur
Ni3P and the Al2Cu. These structures are depicted in Figs
and 4, respectively. Coordinates for the experimentally de
mined structure of Ni3P have been reported@37#. This crystal
has been included in recognition that the Ni-P system p
vided the motivation for the original potential@32# on which
Kob and Andersen based the choice of Lennard-Jones pa
3-2
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TABLE I. Minimum energies of crystal structures atT50 andP50 for the two component Lennard
Jones system using the KA parameters. The following data are provided for each structure: mole fracxB

of particle, structure name, space group, number of particlesncell per unit cell, density, and potential energ
per particleE/N.

xB Structure Space group ncell Density E/N

0.0 hcp P63 /mmc 2 1.07 27.47
fcc Fm3̄m 4 1.08 27.46

bcc Im3̄m 2 1.05 27.14

0.125 Co2Al9 ~unstable! P4 16 1.07 26.79
0.20 L@10,15# P4/mmm 50 1.28 28.20

L@1,1.5# I4/mmm 10 1.29 28.12
0.25 Ni3P I 4̄ 32 1.34 28.14

Cu3Au ~distorted! P4mm 4 1.19 26.65
Cu3Au ~unstable! Pm3̄m 4 1.21 26.61

0.333 Al2Cu I4/mcm 12 1.47 28.71
CaF2 Fm3̄m 12 1.30 27.45

AlB2 ~unstable! P6/mmm 6 1.05 24.61
0.4 L@20,5# P4/mmm 50 1.58 29.08

Al3Ni2 P3̄m1 5 decays toL@2,0.5#

0.5 CsCl Pm3̄m 2 1.79 29.57

WC P6̄m2 2 1.61 28.43

NiAs P63mc 4 1.61 28.42
NaCl Fm3̄m 8 1.58 28.24

zinc blende F4̄3m 8 1.02 24.74

wurtzite P63mc 4 decays to CsCl
1.0 hcp P63 /mmc 2 1.57 23.74

fcc Fm3̄m 4 1.58 23.73
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eters@12#. The structure is also an example of an orde
structure based on a ninefold coordination around theB par-
ticle. TheA particles about theB form a tricapped trigona
prism as shown in Fig. 3~a!. The Al2Cu crystal consists o
aligned stacks of antiprisms~i.e., twisted cubes! @36# ~see
Fig. 4!. This structure has been included here because
antiprism is singled out by Wells@36# as the lowest energy
arrangement of eight particles about a central one when
interaction is a repulsive one, varying asr 2n.

The lowest energy state found in this work consists
coexistingA(fcc) andAB~CsCl structure! crystals as shown
in Fig. 5. At the compositionA80B20, the energy/particle of
these coexisting crystals~neglecting the interfacial energy i
the thermodynamic limit! is 28.31, well below the analo
gous amorphous energy27.72 @38# and the energy of the
previously reportedL@1,1.5# structure,28.12. We can in-
clude the energy cost of a coherent interface between theAB
~CsCl structure! and A ~fcc! with reference to theL@10,15#
structure and find only a small increase in the energy.~We
note, in passing, that Ni3P is considerably less stable than t
structures related to theAB ~CsCl structure! phase. Here, the
KA model differs significantly from the actual Ni-P system!

With regard to the layeredA/AB crystals, we can improve
slightly upon the energy of theL@1,1.5# structure@25#. Let
us indicate the structure from Ref.@25# as AAAABAAAAB
where each letter refers to the species present in a si
01140
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~001! layer. The lower energy structure isAAAAAAABAB
with an energy28.17 as compared to28.12 for the previ-
ous structure. The latter structure,L@2,3#, essentially repre-
sents the minimum number ofA/AB interfaces. This crite-
rion appears to identify the lowest energy layered crysta
all compositions.

The kinetics of crystallization may not always permit th
formation of the coherent interface and so it is of interest
get some idea of the magnitude of the energy of an incoh
ent interface between theA and AB phases. A spherical in
clusion of theAB crystal was surrounded by the crystallineA
phase for system sizes ranging fromN51534 to N
557 291. The size of the inclusion was chosen to ensure
overall composition to be very close toA80B20 and the crys-
tal structures were chosen such that the pressure woul
equal through the two-phase system at a density ofr51.2 in
the thermodynamic limit. For all but the largest number
particles, we annealed the system at constant density for
tween 1000 to 330t at a constant temperatureT50.3, pro-
viding for only a modest relaxation of the interfacial stru
ture before energy minimization.

We find a significant increase in the energy/particle
compared to the coherent case~see Table II!. The large in-
terfacial energy associated with this incoherent interface
sults in a substantial dependence of the energy/particle on
system size. For the smallest system withN51534, the
3-3
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energy/particle of the two crystal phases is27.81, not far off
that of the amorphous state for whichE/N527.72. This
result suggests that the amorphous state might be stabi
with respect to crystallization for small systems. This inv
sion of the relative stability of ordered and amorpho
phases may be of interest with regards the formation
glasses by mechanical milling of crystalline material. Wh

FIG. 1. Interfacial region inL@10,15# structure optimized for the
KA potential. The stacking of~001! planes on both pureA(fcc) and
AB(CsCl), shown by the arrows, is similar to that found in t
L@1,1.5# structure of Middletonet al. @25#. Note the perfect coher
ency between the phases at the interface and the abrupt chan
the layer width, indicated by the square brackets, in going from
to CsCl.

FIG. 2. Projection on the interfacial~001! plane showing the
relative orientation of the fcc and the CsCl lattices in the coher
interface. The~100! planes of theAB(CsCl) crystal, normal to the
interfacial ~001! plane, are rotated so that they lie parallel to t
~110! planes of theA(fcc) crystal.
01140
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not claiming any physical significance of the particular inte
face modeled here, we do note that the fact that the gro
state consists of coexisting phases naturally leads to the
pectation of a system size dependence on the energy of
state.

Many of the simulations of the KA mixture atA80B20
have been carried out at a constant density,r51.2, rather
than at a constant pressure. Under these conditions, we
the energy/particle of the coexistingAB1A state~with the
pressures of the two crystal phases equal! is 28.20 com-
pared with the value of27.72 for theT50 amorphous state
At this density, the stable crystal coexistence is under tens
with P523.6 atT50. This implies that the energy of th
ground state can be further reduced by introducing a va
phase~at T50 this will simply be a void!. Doing so ~and
neglecting the interfacial contributions by invoking the the
modynamic limit! we find the energy/particle has decreas
to 28.31. We conclude that under the conditions of a den
fixed atr51.2, the ground state of theA80B20 mixture is, in

e in
c

t

FIG. 3. Structure of the Ni3P: ~a! tricapped trigonal prism show
ing the ninefold coordination ofA particles~at the vertices! around
a B particle~central filled circle!; ~b! arrangement of these cluste
in the Ni3P structure sharing edges and triangular faces.

FIG. 4. Structure of the Al2Cu: ~a! antiprisms showing the
eightfold coordination ofA particles around aB particle, and their
stacking in columns;~b! arrangement of these columns in the Al2Cu
structure sharing edges. The dashed lines show the tetragona
cell.
3-4
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fact, quite complex: a three phase coexistence of vapoA
~fcc! andAB ~CsCl structure!.

B. Crystallization

We have carried out molecular dynamics~MD! runs on
the equimolar KA mixture ofN51458 particles at fixed
pressure (P50.0) and temperature for a range of tempe
tures. We find that, on cooling, the mixture readily froze in
the AB~CsCl structure! at T50.55. The plot of the potentia
energy vs time in Fig. 6 is testimony to the rapidity of th
transition. The resulting structure is highly ordered with
small number of point defects. This result confirms our ide
tification of theAB crystal as the equilibrium ordered state
the A50B50 mixture.

TABLE II. The dependence of the energy per particleE/N and
pressureP of a two-phase system of compositionxB'0.2 on the
total number of particlesN. TheA/AB interface is incoherent, con
structed as described in the text at a densityr51.2. The initial
configuration was relaxed via an MD run for the indicated time
T50.3. This relaxation time was reduced with increasing sys
size due to CPU considerations. TheN5` data refer to the calcu
lated energy in the thermodynamic limit as described in the tex

N xB Relaxation time P E/N

1534 0.198 1000 21.63 27.81
3347 0.201 520 22.32 27.93
10063 0.200 330 22.62 27.99
57291 0.201 0 22.94 28.08
` 0.20 23.6 28.20

FIG. 5. Energy per particle~at T50, P50) vs composition of
B, xB , for the different structures studied in the KA model. T
filled circles correspond to the structures of some common in
ganic compounds. Note that for any composition the coexistenc
A(fcc) andAB(CsCl) in the thermodynamic limit~straight line! is
the energetically most favorable configuration. The curved l
close to the thermodynamic limit indicates the energies for the
existence of the same phases with a coherent~001! interface for the
L@m,n# structures~with m1n525).
01140
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No crystalline ordering has ever been reported in the
mixture atA80B20. In order to see if an order can be induce
we have seeded anA80B20 mixture of 8000 particles with an
AB crystal seed of 91 particles. The seeded liquid was
for a period of 5650t at P50 andT50.35. At this tem-
perature the average particle will have diffused a distance
0.4 over the length of the run. The final configuration
shown in Fig. 7. We find that only 147 particles of the in
tially liquid particles~i.e., '2%) are found to be in a crys
talline arrangement, almost all of them areA particles in an
fcc arrangement.

Given the rapidity of crystallization in the equimolar mix
ture, it is unclear why crystal growth is not observed in t

t

r-
of

e
-

FIG. 6. The potential energy of the equimolar mixture atP
50.0 andT50.55 as a function of time. Note the abrupt drop
potential energy associated with the transition to the crystal
state.

FIG. 7. Particle configuration for theA80B20 mixture (N
58000) with a rigidAB(CsCl) seed~dashed line! after a timet
55650~atT50.35 andP50). Large~small! circles stand forA ~B!
particles, and filled~open! symbols indicate the particles in crysta
line ~noncrystalline! environments. Note that the crystalline pa
ticles around the seed consist ofA particles in an fcc arrangemen
3-5
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seededA80B20 liquid. One possibility is that the freezin
temperature has been significantly depressed at this com
sition with a resulting decrease in the chemical potential
ference that drives the ordering. The magnitude of this fre
ing point depression has yet to be established. It is a
possible that competition between theAB and A structures
might conspire to frustrate growth. Both phases can be
posited at the~001! surface of either phase. The problem
that this deposited layers cannot contain bothA and AB
phases without high energy boundaries. As it was show
Fig. 2, the depositedAB unit cell is rotated so that its~100!
planes, perpendicular to the original surface, now lie para
to the ~110! planes of the fcc lattice. Attempting to accom
modate both structures in a single plane would result in h
energy grain boundaries and a destabilization of the grow
crystal. The slow down of crystal growth by the confli
between incommensurate degenerate structures has bee
amined elsewhere@39#.

IV. CONCLUSION

Following consideration of a number of crystal structur
we conclude that the equilibrium phase atT50 for the bi-
nary Lennard-Jones mixture introduced in Ref.@12# consists
of a coexistence between anAB ~CsCl structure! crystal and
a pureA ~fcc! crystal with a coherent~001! interface. We
also have identified a number of large unit cell structu
with energies quite close to this ground state. These ‘‘str
tures of interest’’ include theA2B (Al2Cu structure! and the
continuum of layered structuresL@m,n# and their random
layered counterparts. The structural richness of these
energy configurations is in stark contrast to the idea t
associates glass-forming ability with ‘‘frustration’’ of crysta
line order. Free energy calculations are necessary to ide
the equilibrium phases forT.0.

Our results are consistent with those of Vlotet al. @24# for
the symmetric Lennard-Jones mixture. For the class of gl
forming mixtures with a dominantAB attraction, the inter-
action between the minority species~the BB interaction in
this case! is of little consequence. One would expect litt
significant change, therefore, if theBB interaction is simply
set equal to theAA interaction. This reasoning leads us
suggest that a symmetric Lennard-Jones mixtures should
plicate most of the behavior of the KA mixture while repr
senting a parametrically simpler model for glass formation
this class of associating mixtures. Putting our results al
side those from Ref.@24#, it would appear that for models o
associating mixtures consisting of Lennard-Jones parti
with sAB /sAA>0.8, the CsCl structure represents the o
significant binary crystal. For size ratios below this valu
rock salt and then the tetrahedral wurzite structure will do
nate the phase diagram. It is of some interest to see if
differences between these ordered ground states are refl
in differences between the associated glassy states.

The identification of an inhomogeneous~i.e., coexisting!
configurational ground state to this mixture means that
inevitable interfaces will contribute to theT50 energy of
any finite size sample. The combinatorics of the orientat
and spatial distribution of these interfaces will, on its ow
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result in a complex lower bound to the potential ener
‘‘landscape’’ over the space of particle configurations. T
convergence of energy of theA1AB phase with an incoher
ent phase boundary to that of the amorphous state is in
esting. The amorphous state is likely to be stabilized w
respect to crystallization in a sufficiently small system. T
result also points to a spontaneous amorphization for a p
crystalline sample with domains below some critical siz
While the coherent interface between theA and AB phases
offers a much lower energy ‘‘option,’’ this applies only to th
layered phase. Once we try to enclose one phase in ano
the geometry of the geometrical restrictions of the coher
boundary require some high energy boundaries.

We have seen that the presence of a coherent inter
betweenA(fcc) and AB(CsCl) does not significantly in-
crease the energy. The resulting layered phases represen
energy ordered states at all compositions. This appear
preclude the possibility of a eutectic point within the com
position range studied, unlike many real glass-forming
loys. This would mean that the stability of the amorpho
phase owes little to freezing point suppression. It is possi
however, that the slow kinetics of layered growth might e
fectively negate their contribution.

We have identified two local eightfold coordinations
the smallB particle by theA particles that represent struc
tures of particular stability. These are the cube~as found in
the CsCl structure! and the antiprism~as found in the Al2Cu
structure!. The nine-particle tricapped trigonal prism~as
found in the Ni3P structure! appears as a stable structure w
respect to the amorphous phase but not as stable as the 8
environments. While the naive polycrystalline models of t
glass state have not stood up to detailed testing@40#, there is
a considerable literature on the connection between the
dium range structure in amorphous solids and that in
relevant crystalline states@1#. The local structures identified
here may play an important role in stabilizing the disorde
solid. In slow quenches of theA80B20 KA mixture to T50,
over 90% of theB particles were found to be coordinated b
either eight or nineA particles@41#.

The failure of theA80B20 mixture to show any signs o
ordering when seeded contrasts sharply with the rapidity
ordering in theA50B50 mixture. Understanding the stabilit
of the former mixture captures the key challenge in the
tablishing principles that govern glass stability. We have s
gested that crystallization may be frustrated due to the re
ness with whichA8B clusters attach themselves to the~001!
surfaces of the pureA domains. If something like this is
responsible, then the kinetics of the local crystalline fluctu
tions may not only throw light on to the stability of th
amorphous state with respect to freezing, but also on to
relaxation kinetics and thermodynamics of the amorph
state itself.
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